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PakCanoe 170 - $3275.00 CDN
PakCanoe 170
The wilderness workhorse. It will carry enough
gear for a full-scale expedition on a wilderness
river and is the best alternative in shallow water
situations. Over the years, the 170 has become the
preferred expedition canoe where logistics are
challenging.
Model

Beam

Depth

Weight

Length

Capacity

PakCanoe 170

38"/96 cm

14"/36 cm

56 lbs/25.5 kg

17'/520 cm

910 lbs/415 kg

Important Features for Expeditions
Reinforcements. Expedition craft must stand up to hard wear and tear, and we reinforce the abrasion areas. There are five heavy
“keel strips” under the bottom and thinner reinforcement strips to cover the gunwales. Further wear protection is provided by a
closed cell foam pad covering the bottom between skin and frame to keep the skin from direct contact with the frame (this is
incredibly effective).
Cross ribs are connected to the gunwales by lockable clips to make a solid connection even when you grab the gunwale to lift
the canoe.
PakCanoe sides are protected by inflatable tubes on the inside pushing the fabric away from the aluminum frame and forming
a built-in fender. Inflatable tubes may be inflated manually or with small supplied air pump.
D-rings are factory installed at both ends, half way up the stem, providing a low attachment point for ropes.

Important for Family Use
Inflatable tubes in the sides place flotation where it needs to be for improved stability and safety. The PakCanoe is easier to
assemble because the inflatable tubes provide skin tension after the canoe has been assembled.
Aluminum parts are anodized to provide superior corrosion resistance even when a PakCanoe is used in salt water – and you
will not get black hands by handling

Seaworthy Craft
Because of their skin-on-frame construction, PakCanoes flex and work with the waves in a way that hardshell canoes can't. The
bow will rise and climb over waves instead of crashing into them and taking on water. This lets PakCanoes run much drier than
traditional canoes in storms and whitewater.

Base PakCanoe 170 $3275.00 CDN; includes a carrying duffel, emergency repair kit, and air pump (pump not required)
Optional Spray Skirt $525.00 CDN
Optional Carrying Yoke $100.00 CDN
Packaged for “expedition” PakCanoe, with spray skirt and carrying yoke - $3,800.00 CDN
Hulls are only available in red or green, spray skirt decks come in yellow.
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